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Consulting engineering devices spant the globe

Lavalin lnc. of Montreal, is Canada's largest
and one of three Canadian firms that are
among the world's ten largest consulting
engineering services. The others are SNC
and Monenco, both also of Montreal.

With a total of over 6 000 engineers,
associated prof essionals and technicians in
every major field of engineering and project
management, Lavalin has undertaken
massive projects in more than 90 countries
and currently has projects in some 60 coun-
tries, mostly Africa, South Amenica and the
Pacific Rim.

Lavalin lnc. was established in 1936 but
it was not until the early 1 970s that the firm
took off under lits new president, Bernard
Lamarre, now chairman of the board.
Through acquisitions of some of Canada's
larger engineering firms in a wide range of
disciplines, in just over adecade Lavalin has
grown from 40 to 6 000 employees.

The range of its services lis just as im-
pressive - from general projects to transpor-
tation, oul and gas, industrial and mining,
geotechnical sciences, airbomne geophysics,
mapping, urban and regional planning,

environmental assessment, economic and
social studies and planning, computer
sciences and agriculture - and includes
planning, engineering, project management,
procurement and construction.

Expansion
Two factors were of paramount importance
in the company's expansion. The first was
the growth of Quebec's infrastructure in the
late 1 960s and early 1 970s as the province
emerged fromn its largely rural-based past into
the twentieth century. Quebec built roads,
sewers, waterworks, schools, hospitals, air-
ports and, of course, hosted Expo 67 and
the Montreal Olympics.

Unlike many of the other provinces which
had slowly developed their own in-house
engineering expertise, Quebec tumed to the
private sector. As a result, these were heady
days for the purveyors of consuiting
engineering services. But not content to, rest
on its local achievements, Lavaiin went one
step further and entered the export market
wîth * its services.
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